
Spring 2021 UI Trombone Studio Class Projects 
 

Purpose: As an educator or performer, you will quickly discover that having your own unique repertoire is a huge asset. In the 

interest of developing your own unique repertoire for the 21st century, as a performer, conductor or educator, I am assigning 

you the following to encourage this repertoire exploration. 

 

1. Select one of the projects described below. 

 

2. The work involved is expected to take place over the entire course of the semester, so waiting until the end of the 

semester is not really an option. 

 
3. Use imslp.org to aid you in selection and access of works. 

 

4. Turn in your project proposal to me by Friday, February 12, 2021 for approval. Include pdf of original score. Double 

check at hickeys.com and other sources that your piece has not already been done. 

 
5. I am always available to discuss/look at/give advice on your project by appointment outside of lesson times by 

appointment. 

 

6. Presentations are scheduled on the Studio Schedule. 

 

7. Submit your printed project w/updated recording at the end of finals week. This will allow you to make needed 

adjustments 

 

 

Transcription Project 

Select a major work (sonata, concerto, or other multi movement work) for any instrument outside of the brass or voice 
repertoire (approx. 10 min in length). Transcribe, adjust range, edit for trombone and piano in Finale, Sibelius or other music 

notation software. 

 

The final presentation will include a midi performance for studio or live performance with midi/live accomp as possible.  Submit 

your printed project at the end of finals week. 

 

 

Art Song Project 

Select a group of 4 songs for voice by the same composer (may be part of a song cycle) approx. 10 min in length. Transcribe, 

adjust range, edit for trombone and piano in Finale, Sibelius or other music notation software. Add slurs and articulation to 
reflect original text pronunciation and meaning. Definitely involves listening to recordings of great vocal artists for editing 

purposes. 

 

The final presentation will include a midi performance for studio or live performance with midi/live accomp as possible. Plea se 

print lyrics under the trombone line. Submit your printed project at the end of finals week. 
 

 

 

Trombone Choir Project 

Select a major multimovement piece from 6 part (or more) vocal or string ensemble repertoire ) approx. 10 min in length. 

Transcribe, adjust range, edit for trombone ensemble in Finale, Sibelius or other music notation software. If vocal, include 

original lyrics under each part. (If you did a similar project for Consortium last Spring, prefer you select another project from the 

other 2 listed) 

 

The final presentation will include a midi performance for studio or overdubbed live performance as possible. Submit your 

printed project at the end of finals week. 


